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espresso machine range from the famous La Pavoni company of Milan.With more than 100 years of experience, La Pavone is one of the leading companies in the field of espresso machines. The leading boiler capacity class, elegant design by Carlo Galizzi, and the quality building make this a wonderful combination of style and performance. Pavoni
commercial technical specifications brewing collections constructed of copper chromium. Controlled by electrovalve. 14.0 liter heavy copper kettle with thermosyphon system. Polished stainless steel front and rear panels. Black thermal side panels (available in black, red and gray) control the automatic level control of microprocessors - maintains the boiler
water level as the steam/water is pulled off. Vertical pumping room. Volumetric Programming - 4 programmable + manual volumes. 2x full commercial size grade 58mm copper double chrome filter holders. 1x full commercial size grade 58mm single copper chrome filter holders. Boiler pressure gauge. Pump pressure gauge. 2x stainless steel steam weapons
with common ball connection. Commercial grade rotary control steam valves with soft closing function to prevent over-tightening of the tap. Stainless steel water outlet with common ball connection. Commercial grade water valve rotary control with soft closure function to prevent over-tightening of the tap. Commercial rotary van water pump - PROCON. Break
boilers + boiler commercially rated valve relieve the excess pressure. Pressure switch to control boiler temperature. Balanced thermophone design to manage the temperature of the fermented group. 4370w/220-240v 50Hz-20A display required. Plumbing - 3/8 BSP entrance connection. 10mm waste outlet contact. 700mm wide × 522mm depth x 510mm high
- 60.0 kg. Italy / 12 months commercial warranty. Pavoni Bart 2 black size set [PAVONI-BART-2V-BLK]. - ~25 minutes. 1 compact commercial espresso coffee machine range from the famous La Pavoni company of Milan, Italy.Featuring semi-automatic, class leading boiler capacity, and amazing looks good; With over 100 years of experience, La Pavone is
one of the leading manufacturers of espresso machines. The leading class boiler capacity, elegant design, and quality building make this wonderful combination of style and performance. Pavoni Trading Group brewing is built of copper chrome. Controlled by electrovalve. 6.5 liters of heavy copper with thermophone system. Polished stainless steel front and
rear panels. Black plastic side panels (available in Red, grey) control the level of automatic processor control - maintains the boiler water level as the steam/water is pulled off. Vertical pumping room. Switch. Electrical controlled fermentation 3-way brewing spiral control. Full size commercial grade 58mm chrome copper double filter stand. Double and
individual filter baskets. Boiler pressure gauge. Stainless steel steam arm with common ball connection. Commercial grade steam valve rotor control with soft closure function to prevent over-tightening of the tap. Stainless steel water outlet with common ball connection. Commercial grade water valve rotary control with soft closure function to prevent over-
tightening of the tap. Commercial rotary van water pump - PROCON. Break boilers + boiler commercially rated valve relieve the excess pressure. Pressure switch to control boiler temperature. Balanced thermophone design to manage the temperature of the fermented group. 1500w/220-240v 50Hz-10A desired width. Plumbing - 3/8 BSP entrance
connection. 10mm waste outlet contact. 380mm wide × 522mm depth x 510mm high - 40.0 kg. Italy / 12 months domestic/commercial guarantee. Pavoni Pub 1M Grey [PAVONI-PUB-1M-GRY]. - ~25 minutes. Crane machines semi-professional machines combine manual machinemachines MACHINES optional coffee mills optional real italian espresso coffee
e-shop crane semi-professional machines combined machines MANUAL MACHINES machines real secret Italian espresso coffee e-shop crane machines half professional machines combining machines Manual coffee machines optionals secret italian espresso coffee diamante models crane machines semi-professional machines combining manual
machines coffee mills optional Italian espresso coffee kit competition via Privata Gorizia 7 20098 San Giuliano Mel. (MI) - Italy Tel +39 02 982171 Fax +39 02 9821787 P.IVA 00790800155 © Copyright - 2019 | Lapavoni S.p.A. | All rights reserved ISOMAC since 1977 ESPRESSO and Cappuccino Home Machines Line +39 0238073413 Help and Advice Got
My Toes in the Water, Sand Sand Sand sand in Don't Worry In The World, and Cold beer in my hands life is good today, life is good today, the plane touched down just about three o'clock and the city is still in my bikini mind and the palm trees danced in my head I was still in the line of luggage, the cars are their prison bars like this life I live In but the plane
brought me farther, I am surrounded by water and I will not come back again got my toes in the water, back in the sand do not worry in the world, cold beer in my hands good life today, good life today Adios and vaya con Dios yes, I'm leaving GA and if it's not for Tequila and pretty soritas I've been to the feds I've not caused steadios and vaya conaya s yes,
I'm leaving the Ga Days flew like a drunken Friday night as the face of summer to its end can not believe that I just can not leave and I try adieu for my friends' reason my waiter, it's from carrots that kissed her body from the sun and coconut replaces the smell of the bar and do not know if she or the rum that got it in the water, biting in the sand do not worry in
the world, cold beer in my hands life is good today, good life todayAAdios and vaya con Dios long A long away from GA, and all manyachas they call me, they call me, Big bupa when throwing their peso wayAdios and vaya con Dios a long of GA someone do me fit and pour me some jaeger and I'll grab my guitar and play my guitar and play adios and vaya
conos go home now stay and soritas don't care when dinner yes, I didn't have the money to stay in Adios and vaya con Dios back home now to stay I'm just going to drive up the lake and put the soritas in a chair, yes, I didn't have the money to stay in Adios and vaya con Dios back home now to stay i'm just going driving up the lake and putting the soritas i
don't care when dinner yes, I didn't have the money to stay in Adios and vaya con Dios back home now to stay I'm just going to drive up the lake and put the soritas in a chair, yes Fingers in the mud don't worry in the world, the SPR on the way life is good today, good life today by G.D.E and H-z i-c sas y sw w sw w sw w sw w sw w sw w sw 0 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
# fingers in the sand by Jill Dawson verse my feet frozen. I have chosen my socks to give up the sun is strange, and we are in danger of gray grabbing any songs no fingers in the sand yet. Include the inclusion code Steve Zuwala - Fingers in the sand the lyrics of Steve Zuwala's album provided by SongLyrics.com note: When you include the widget on your
site, it will match your site styles (CSS). This is just a preview! Daniel Curtis Lee - In the words of summertime when the weather is hot in summer... And you can touch the sky in the summer u we just chillin ... With this feeling in our mind u we just hang out with theGroundswell - in sand words like when you chew me up drain me like I'm not your ... Cup you
step your way and then I step mine nothing is ... I've done a screaming mistake again in the empty space of WellAnouk - in the lyricscried sand when dark clouds block the sun's rays and it's raining in ... So a little time trying to figure out 'fit feeling that... S in depth for you and keeps the Chiseni Kenny - somewhere in the words of the Sunherhere at the
Holiday Inn hotel near Austin, Texas seen all... I want to see God I hate snow, so they canceled ... (Chorus) Oh I wish I was there tonight on Jost Van Kenny Chesney - the biggest wacky words as they sashayed through the door and my mind flashed... Warning sign you choose to ignore ... For the award I thought I could ... Winning seems to be the mighty
little danger TheKenny Chesney - how to feel forever lyricsorange ball, sinkin' in the water. Fingers in the sand, ... The buffet feels. Hands on the steering wheel, cruising down gas pedal sticks between states, ... My car carries away i'm going as fast as IBrenda Rambler goes to me - castles in sand words and we both will always be together. It was the dream.
It was a grand scheme. Born like castles built of sand. I was... Kiss gently up; I have realized that it can't be the same reason everything has ... You again but you are buried in the sand I'm glad that YouMis me - stuck in the words of sand when I accept you can breathe? When I carry you do I carry ... You need me anymore? I feel the distance in your dark
brown ... Eyes I feel in there in this battle are always stuck in trebin sparkle - Sandcastle in the words of sandyou in the mall do not know how far I am ... School (I was very rad) together we were going to travel ... To Ontario but now I'm building sand castles in the sand (sand castles in the sand) ThoughtClose your eyes - a line in the words of sand and love,
it's hard to find one that lives ... Things they're talking about. You're talking about ... Love and respect, but there is a lot of hatred in your... Once we disagree, the border lines are all lostGordon Gano - a man in the words of sand you want to go to the side of the ocean you want ... To go there to ride with me my ... Dear you see the sea is very clear and so ...
Bright tonight And I feel right so IJim Reeves - diamonds in the sand words of diamonds in old love like diamond sand in ... Your diamond hand put in a sand love slip though your fingers like diamonds in the sand. Diamond Love, DiamondBury tomorrow - Its bones in the words of sand I split these ocean waves I carved ... Track right through you! The sea has
been washed away ... Memories!! I looked at the sea and you're not here, you... Re not here in the sand we put you are not here now, F.o.b. - Grave in the sand his lyricslet get out of here on the desert there is a storm you... She is the last man who is alive but... !! Kill him and give him in the grave there's ever an end do you know what it is when Bad Blue
Boys - lovers in sand words for you lovers there's going to be great ... °C) Lovers in the sand, lovers in the sand ... A lot of love relationships. You are in the mood to get some fun, Powerworld - signs in the words of sand in the sand have not been written forever on ... We have come to let us go every minute of our lives, we ... Stick to what we believe past
and future, the Port Helvetets - assassins in the sand lyricsymensmenElysee to find gold ... The journey takes you to your destination - desert plains and clocks turn into days over time... Slips away as you get further from that only sound you hear is the sound of the wind then aPj Harvey - a line in the words of sand to stop the killing? Now we must have ... I
knew if we didn't do it then we bad lys overwhelm ... Good bad floods good oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh theater -- lines in sand words for From bliss and passion, we are nostalgic there ... Sometimes we miss when, the spirits left alone we must ... Believe in something to find if we have grown TragicIron Virgin - face in
sand words waiting for something to happen everyone is waiting for something to see... Crazy waits for the biggest diadters ... Everyone is waiting for news on windingmarble TV sounds - ship in the words of the sand this morning thought, going to change my... Life I'm like a ship in the sand just waiting for the tide I... To be alive but always waking up alone
makes me just a wannaShadow gallery - Stiletto in sand words (useful)... Linkin Park - line in the words of the sand we stood on the wall we laughed at the sun ... We laughed at the guns and we laughed at everything... When they told us to go we paid them ... Don't mind like all again but little did not know Lourdes - footsteps in dances words sand locked up
like an angel in flames while my body put ... All for free to wander... See tomorrow every step... By the way (is this) just a rolePearl jam - a sign in the words of sand no one sees it as the cause of the sand that covered all the messages that kept from ... Misunderstanding, what is the original truth and now expand ing in faith, but not in loveThe Byrds - cowgirl
in the sand lyricscowgirl in the sand is this place in your ... When a lot of people love you, is he the same woman inside you... Play this hi-sapphire game in dust and have your band bgunQ &amp; U-line in sand lyricsfirst time. The second time. Let's stop this... around the clock from the beginning. Wrong, time is wrong. Why he won ... Why don't you want to?
The timer time is correct spelling. Understand. Elegy - Circles in the words of sandfreedom, does not deliver me the pain of your burning lovers, now ... Disappeared in flames was our kind of love ... The beauty is as fragile as the circles in the sand maybe one morning Bantalandigo - cowgirl in the sand lyricscowgirl in the sand is this place in your ... The
name of a lot of love for you is the same as it's the woman in you... Play this game Hello Ruby in the Dust I've been the band I started Bleeding through - a line is drawn in the line of words of sand through my heart. ... We imagine fires through our thoughts. ... gay. That's all I wanted to tell you... Still in love with everything about you. I feel Elderoth - in the
words of rain with darkness in the sky and the clouds of the night... Coming and then, I'll go into the dark and try to prolong this feeling the only way to... Feel relief is to continue my blind belief and liveKenny Chesney - angel love the words of the devil lost in the wild side of life you're blind edited by smoke and neon lights ... I used to drink and drown without a
prayer and then she... I showed the right out of the thin air took me to the sky Kenny Chesney - in turn for the worst words of a thorn on the way home... Temptation awaits: wine, The Song of the Lord, My ... And tonight I took a turn for the worst again chorus: left ... M on the road I know like the back of my hand but tonight being a chesoni - the boys of autumn
cut the grass I'm back in my helmet, cleats, and... Standin's shoulder pads in the pool listening ' to the call ... fans going crazy for the fall boys didn't do it
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